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ABSTRACT. Surveys have shown that user interface development tools ·with domain
competence based on human tactors knowledge (e.g. guidelines, style guides, standards)
are needed. This knowledge should be encounter.ed, learned, practised, and expanded
during ongoing use so that designers can learn and .use it o,n demand. This paper addresses
an impoftant research ·ap proach of user interface develop ment tools, namely to discover
helpful, unobtrusive, structured, and organised ways to integrate the use of human factors
knowledge into development tools. The aim is to support designers during the design process with powerful design aid tools leading to high ergonornic quality user in terfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION

·

The empirical survey of [Myers and Rosson, 1992]
showed that
• an average of 48 % of the code in software app1ications with Graphica1- User Interfaces (GUls) is
devoted to the user interface (Ul) portion;
o
74% of the Ul of new applications was implemented using a tool kit, an interface builder or a
User Interface Management System (UlMS);
o
6% were implemented using no tools.
These results reveal that most software development
projects spend..significant time and resources on
designing and programming UI and that most
projects are using UI development tools. Neverthe1ess the use of such tools does not guaran tee GUis of
high ergonomic quality.
To reach high ergonomic quality GUls, human factors knowledge has been developed and expressed as
guidelines (e.g. [Mayhew,1992]), style guides (e.g.
[IBM,l992], [OSF 1992],, [Microsoft,1992], and
Standards (e.g. [IS0,1994], [EN,1993]), complete
design guides (e.g. [Vanderdonckt,1994]). The volume of these available sources is huge and UI
designers need more and more competence, knowledge, and experi ence to handle them.·
Mostsoftware designers have no or only very limited knowledge about human fac tors [Molich and

Nielsen,1990]. To overcome this Iack of knowledge
they would prefer computer based design aids integrated in their develo:rment tools.· However, the
problern is how to capture and encode human factors
knowledge relevant to designers' tasks and how to
present it to them in form_!lts that support their mode
of wbrk. This results i nto a need for UI de velopment
tools human factors knowledge that may be encountered, le arned, practised, and extended during
ongoing use - irt other words, tools in which users
learn and use an demand [Eisenberg and
Fischer,1993]. An important research goal is therefore to discover helpful, unobtrusive, structured, and
organised ways to irrte grate the use of human factors
knowledge into tools without stifling creativity
[Hartson and Boehm-Davis,1993]. This Ieads to the
questions : what is the best presentation format for
communicating human factors Icnowledge and how
could we ensure that it will be observed?
2. A DESIGN ENVIRONMENT FOR COMMUNICATING HUMAN FACTCRS KNOWLEDGE

This last thought was the starting point for the GMD
project IDA (User I nterface Design Assistant)
[Reiterer,1994]. The prirnary goal of this project is
to expii:citly incorporate human factors knowledge in
UI development tools to ernpower Ul designers.
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Before developing a user interface design environ- ("
ment (UIDE), several basic design issues should be
taken into account [Lemke,l989]:
The design domain: The first decision is, what
the problern domain should be, and what space
of design problems should be supported. The
design domain UI designisasub domain of the
whole software devel opment process. Therefore
UI design includes UI hardware and software,
user' and system modelling, cogni tive and
behavioural science, human factors, empirical
studies , methodology, techniques, and tools.
This is a wide area of knowledge and typical UI
designers do not necessarily have competence in
all these areas. The UI design domain of the
IDA project is concentrated on UI development
tools for _direct manipulative GUis for office
applications.
The elementary building blocks: They are a
collec tion of interaction objects like controls or
widgets that are available for creating GUis.
The ·elementary building blocks for the design
environment can either be taken directly from
what is available in the tool (e.g . generic interaction objects of the UIMS) or a special higherlevel builcling block can be created that is closer
to the. problern domain of the design environment (e.g. application domain specific interaction objects as templates). An important aspect
in this context is the reuse of higher-level
building blocks. The design en vironment should
proviele mechanisms for reusabili ty of
elementary building blocks. In the IDA project,
generic (e.g. interaction objects foi GUis) and
higher-level building blotks (e.g. templates),
based on the windowing systems ·Motif and
Windows, have been used.
The d.esigners and their domain model:: Knowing the types of designers will have irnportant
consequences for how the design environment
will be shaped, the Ievel of functionality
provided, and how that functionality will be
eielivered to the designers. Typical properties of
the UI designers that should be considered are:
known GUI programming languages, experience with previous UI development tools ,
available learning time, etc. The domain model
in the UI design domain is based on the conceptual rriodel of GUis. It is based on different
paradigrns, perspectives , and metaphors, like the
desktop me tap hor and the obj ect-oriented
paradigm.
Cognitive processes in the use· of design environments: Using a design environment remains

a- complex cogmt.J.ve activity. This requires
special needs for a design environment It must
support the designer's attention, comprehension
and search activities . Attention is especially important if designers are unaware of someof the
design issues. Therefore, the design environment must bring all important issues to the designer's attention. Comprehension is constrained
by the designer's knowledge about the problern
domain. To overcome this constraint the design
environrnent must use adequate textual and
graphical representations as well as pro blem
domain-specific abstractions, and must give instructive context information. In the IDA project
different retrieval, presentation, and navigation
techniques have been implemented to support
the cogni tive processes of the 1JI designers (see
sections 2.2 to 2.4 ).
Supporting the whole design process: The de- ·
sign phases of problern structuring, solution
generation, and solution evaluation should be
supported by the design environment The support of the whole UI design process is a necessary precondition, but today seldom found in
availab,le development tools. In the frrst phase of
the IDA project the main focus was on UI implementation and evaluation activities, but it is
intended to extend the focus to UI design activi-~
ties (see section 3).
The consideration of all these basic design issues led
to a multifaceted architecture for UIDE. The following research prototypes of design aid tools assisting the UI designers during the design, implementation, and evaluation process have been developed in the IDA project and have been connected ,·
with a'UIMS establishing ·a UIDE:
An adviser (Advice Giving Tool) that supports
design and implementation activities presenting
human fac•tor's knowledge for GUis.
A library of reusable ergonomic GUI software
(Construction Too[) that supports implementation
octivities considering human factors .
An evaluation tool (Quality Assurance Tool)
evaluating the ergonornic quality of GUis based .
on human factors knowledge.
·
This multifaceted architecture derives its power frorn .
the integration of its components. Used individually, ~· .;:
the components are unable to achieve their_ full
potential (e.g., the designer must interact with d~erent systems; there will be no consistent presentatron
of human factors knowledue · restricted possibillues
to activate the different desi u~ aid tools in a contextsensitive way from each o~her) . Used in combina-
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knowledge base. The quality assurance tool offers
the designer several opportunities to correct all
detected er gonomic deficiencies.

2.1 Typical use of the IDA design environment
A UI designer using the IDA UIDE is implementing
a GUI for a specific application domain. A transient

2.2 Support during the Construction of the User
Interface
·

control panel, called IDA-T oolbar (fig. 1), enables

The IDA construction tool offers domain- oriented

the designer to launch the IDA design aid tools represented as icons in the toolbar.
·

templates in a library, such as generic and domainspecific UI objects Oook) and dialogue scripts (feel).
The templates are con structed with the help of an
object-oriented mechanism of the UIMS - under
consicleration of the human factors know ledge - and
saved as object-classes in the li brary. The predefrned
templates could represent a complete domain-specific window architecture (e.g. primary window with
different secondary windows and dialogue boxes).
based on' common window archi tectures, like single
document interface (SDI), multiple document
interface (MDI) or workplace environment.
Using the library the designer generates an instance
from each template. During the instantiation process
the designer has the opportunity to costumize the
final Iook and feel of the instance of the template ·
(e.g. a: notebook for data entry of customer information in a car sales application). The designer can
change a number of important attributes that define
the Iook and feel (e.g. the sections of the notebook,
the number of pages of each section, the Iabel of
each tab). The main advantage of this parametric
instantiation process is that the amount of predefined
templates can be min imised. This seems a successful
way to reduce one of the main problems of the
object-oriented approacl:l: the poor reuse of
predefined objects.

Fig. 1. Presentation of the IDA design aid tools.
To reduce the implementation work load, the designer uses predefined ergonomic GUI templates.
For this purpose, he launched the Construction Tool
by clicking on the icon in the IDA-Toolbar (see
section 2.2). The construction tool offers domainoriented templates, contained in an object-oriented
li brary, from which the designer specialises a required instance. Therefore the designer constructs
the GUI by extracting predefined templates from the
library. Now the designer can modify the instance of
the template, based on specific awlication requirements. This allows a "design by modification" approach.
If the designer needs advice the Advice-giving Tool
is launched by clicking on the context-sensitive
advice icon or the global advice icon in the IDAToolbar (see section 2.3). This on-line advice giving
system presents GUI design and human factors
knowledge with the help of multimedia documents.
The aim is to determine a pattern matehing between
the examples of the ad viser and the current task of
the designer.
If the designer now wants to evaluate the ergonomic
quality of the GUI under design, he launched the
Quality Assurance Tool by clicking on the icon in
the IDA-Toolbar (see section 2.4) The quality assurance tool anal ysis the conformance of the GUI
with the human factors knowledge included in a

Fig. 2. IDA construction tool - graphical browser,
que ry function.
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An important requirement for the usefulness of the
library is the available information retri:eval mechanism. Without powerful information retrieval features the designer will not be able to find any relevant
template for his specific design situation:
1. One information retrieval mechanism is a graphical browser based on a semantic tree, structuring the templates (fig. 2). This structure differentiales the templates from a designer's point of
view and is based on tables of content typically
found in style guides or guidelines (e.g., a domain-specific template based on the window architecture SDI is integrated in the semantic tree
as a leaf of the following sub tree: dialogues window architectures - single document interface
- domain specific template SDI). The designer is
able to browse through the ii brary by using the
semantic tree structure searching for a relevant
template.
2. The query function is another information retrieval mechanism based on key words (e.g., typical
uses of the templates, typicallook and feel attributes of the templates, names of the templates) to
search for a specific template. Fig. 2 shows as
example the dialogue box of the query "Typical
use of the templates". One of the predefined key
words can be selected in a drop-down combination box (e.g. data entry) or a self-defined one
can be entered. The result of the search is
reported in a Iist box allowing a selection of all
found templates (e.g. all predefined templates
supporting data entry activi ties). An important
precondition of the query function is, that the designer defines all necessary keywords when he
develops a new template.
3. If the designer wants to explore important characteristics of .a template before instantiating it, a
simula tion mode can be initiated. A visualisation
of the template (Iook and feel) appears, that can
be used in the same way as the instance of the
template. The simulation mode supports the
decision of the designer to use a template or not.
2.3 Advice during the Design Process of the User
Interface

The IDA advice-giving tool assists the designer
during UI design. The aim is to deterrnine an analogy between the examples of the adviser (e.g. good
and bad examples of ergonornic UI) and the current
task of the de sign er.
The access to the advice-giving tool could be context-sensitive or global. When the designer activates
the advice-giving tool in a context-sensitive way with

the help of the icon in the IDA-Toolbar (see fig. 3),

he gets the related human factors knowledge of the
selected interaction object in the working area of the
UIMS (e.g. notebook). The knowledge will be
presented in the main window of the advice-giving
system. The system includes differ.e nt navigation
controls (e.g. menu items, icons, push buttons, hot
spots) allowing multiple presen tations of the human
factors knowledge (see fig. 3).

Du-Not.book .stallt ein ,gebundenes Notlzi)uc.h dar, du versch iedene Selten

enlh».it. D..s. NO~ ist in. unt!!!nc:h:iedlic:he :Abschnitte unt!:l"'ttlilt, eile durch
&ltar marklart mui.· Dar:Benui:zer lumn in dem Not.ebook n ttenwal5e
bl.ia$n oder mlt Rllra· der Reiter den e:ntspl"'!cllenden Absdinlu. wihlen.
Wei.ierhln kbnn~n ln einem Noteboolt .auch D.abm dargestellt w.n:l..m, dle
llch'lcgbCh in ursdUedene Gruppen unterteilen (CUp-.Art- BIOiiothek.) oder
dia-slch .JJph..bel:isch sorlillren ~nlista) las::sen.
. .
Eina Seti.. pclsentiert. Dar..n, die in ICBisCha ·Gr'\lppen •URmmeng'af~t Sind
(Beispiels:weise ein ~ph.oabetis:ch sorÖerter · ~taik;~sten Ut'ld &l.s M.arlt.en die

-

·Bucirnaben

d~s

Alphahets benubt), ·

·

Ein ·Notizbuch ßn.dat Anwend.ungo '!ll'enn •Dat~u !n Gruppen
.uMmmllnfalbar ·Wld od-r zu einem ... Qbjokt. zuaehärige
• F.in!itt>llnngeri. prilsentiert werden.

When the designer activates the advice-giving tool in
a global way ·in the IDA Toolbar, the start-up
window of VIe ad vice-giving tool appears. It gives
the designer a short introduction in the tool and then
he can use the different navigation and presentation
facilities to get more information.
If the designer wants an interactive presentation of
design guidelines related to the selected interaction
object (e.g. notebook), he has the possibility to ope~
a follow-up window. It offers in textual and graphical form an explanation of all im portant guidelines,
which have to be considered using or designing the
interaction ob ject_ notebook.
For some interaction objects an animated present~
tion of its use and behaviour is available. Each ammation is developed as a small movie (based on
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~---~~- n or video recordingsY that could be played,

.
.
ed rewinded, etc. usmg a dev1ce control panel.
·:-~oJ!e d~signer needs support for the design decision
b n and how to use an interaction object, he can
.w nevate a question and answer dialogue. Depending
~ the answers the des1gner
.
.
gets reco=endatwns
0~out the use of available interaction objects and
~mplates. In !~e main window of the advice-giving
system the recommended interaction object or
• template IS shown.
A different way to present human factors knowledge
·n a crlobal way is the guided tour "user interface de- ~!gn~. The purpose of this guided tour is to explain
hoW GUls should be designed considering human
factors. Considering an object-oriented GUI
developroent life cycle consisting of six steps, all
necessary design ac ti:vities are described. If the designer goes through all six development steps, all
sections of the global advice will öe visited. This form of presentation allows a guided use of the aqvice-giving tool and is useful fot novice designer in
the area of GUI design.
Whenever a relevant template in the 'library of the
IDA construction tool is available, the designer can
~
retrieve it from the advice-giving tool.
An important aspect in multimedia systems is the
navigation support to prevent users from getting
"lost in hyperspace". Therefore different powerful
navigation mechanisms have been embodied in the
advice-giving tool (e.g., graphical browser, index
and text query function).
e ·scree

t".-5

2.4 Quality Control of the User Interface Design
Results

The IDA quality assurance tool identipes potential
problems in the artefact being designed. It criticises ,.
partial solutions constructed by the design~r. These
critiques are basedonhuman fac-,tor's knowledge. It
is a form of performance critics, whose prime
objective is to help users create high-qua!ity
products in the least amount of time using as few resources as possible [Fischer et al.,l991]. Learning is
not the primary concern of performance critic but
can occur as a by-product of the interactions. between users and critics. With the help of an expert
system the knowledge is implemented in a knowledge base as objects and condition-action rules,
which are tested whenever the designer asks for a
qua!ity control. A very sirnilar approach is found in
[Löwgren and Nordquist,l992].
The passive qua!ity assurance is explicitly invoked
by the designer when he desires an eval uation. The
result of the current design process is saved in a tooldependent Dialogue Definition Language (DDL-)

File of the lJI1.1S. The expert system of the IDA
quality assurance tool uses this file as input (C_interface) and represents the result of the dialogue
design with the help of an object base. Using the
rules of the knowJedge base and controlled by an inference mechanism the expert system analyses the
conformance of the UI with the human factors
knowledge base (analytic critique).

The results of the analytic critiquing process are presented in a special window reproduced in fig. 4. The
window of the explanation component contains a
short description of all discovered ergonornic
deficiencies (heading "ergonomische Abweichungen"), the source of the short description (heading
"Quelle der Regel") and the identifier of the
evaluated object (heading "Instanz des · Designs")
which contains some ergonornic deficiencies. Now
the designer has different possibilities to con tinue his
work.
1. If further explanation of the comments are
' needed, the advice-giving tool can be activated.
2. If a specific template is available, the IDA construction tool can be activated.
3. If the designer selects the identifier of an object,
the object editor of the lJI1.1S can be activated
and the interaction object cantairring identified
er gonomic deficiencies can be improved.
4. In some c;ases, detected deficiencies can be changed au tomatically. The designer can ac'tivate a
separate dialogue box that gi ves him the opportunity to correct the defi ciency.
3. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Based on co-operations with scientific (Fachhochschule Darmstadt; University ofBonn) and industrial
partners (Software AG, Darmstadt; SAP AG, Walldorf; Hoechst AG, Frankfurt) prototypes of all design aid tools have been developed and connected
with a co=ercial UIMS (ISA-Dialog Manager
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with a commercial UIMS (ISA-Dialog Manager
from ISA GmbH, Stuttgart). The usefulness and usability of these prototypes have been evaluated fi;om
ur designers. First interpretations of the evalilation
results show the following benefits:
Designers will be able to learn human factors
knowledge using their development tool
("learning and use on demand'').
Designers will be enabled to apply ergonomic
style guides and guidelines ("usability").
Designers will be able to use predefined ergonomic interaction objects ("reusability").
Designers will be able to evaluate the ergonarnie quality during the design process ("quality
assurance").
It isplaned to build a specific design aid tool supporting the design decision process. With the help of
this tool the rationale for the various UI design
decisions can be made explicit and recorded for later
reference [Moran and Carroll,1994]. Having access
to an audit trail through the design rationale is
important during iterative development. Since
changes to the ur will öften have to be made, it is
helpful to know the reasons underlying the origfnal
design. Design rationales can be captured in a hypertext structure or with the help of video records of
design meetings and selected user tests. It is planned
to ex tend the IDA advice tool with special features
for capturing design rationales based on a special
repository in cluding hypertext documents and
videos.
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